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Details of Visit:

Author: anong
Location 2: Baker Street
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 2 Feb 2014 22:00
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Invasian Asian Escorts London
Website: https://invasianescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07920156455

The Premises:

Smart block of flats very discrete. Bedroom small but adequate

The Lady:

Rather overweight woman probably in her 40's plastered with garish makeup. Absolutely not the girl
in the photos on the website. She actually admitted to me she had asked another girl to pose for the
photos

The Story:

Oh dear. What a disappointment. I have used Aisha on many occasions over a number of years
and have always been happy. To discover that she is misleading in her advertising or photos is a
real shame.

Having arrived there seemed little else to do but to carry on. Leila was enthusiastic - straight into
rimming - and seems to enjoy using toys and I got what I needed. She also was keen to give me a
massage and even get me going for a second attempt so I cannot fault her professionalism.

I won't be going again and am going to be rather wary of Aisha going forward but for those who
don't mind chubby Thai women of a certain age she does at least provide a proper service

Service Provider's Rebuttal

The agency writes:

Since first seeing this review, I have been in regular contact with both the review author, who is a
regular client of ours, and with Leila. It is now agreed by both the client and myself that Leila is the
girl in the photos and was the girl he visited.
The client raised concerns with the identity of Leila due to her photos having been over â€œphoto-
shoppedâ€• from the studio.
Concerning any admission by Leila that its not her in the photos was a misunderstanding by the
client down to Leila's weakness in English.
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I think all parties are agreed that we should go ahead with plans to conduct an amateur â€œat
homeâ€• photo-shoot and produce some updated photographs for Leila's profile.
Again I would like to apologise to our regular client, review author anong, for any disappointment
and for putting him in a position where he had to question my agency's trustworthiness. I never
allow girls to use fake photos and do not ever cheat my clients on bookings. I'm happy we could
resolve this and thank both the author and Leila for taking the time to do so. Moreover, I am happy
to restore the faith this punter has in my agency.
Aisha.
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